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VILLA AND PARK COLOMBO 
Bosto, via S. Pedrino 10 

 

VILLA 

In 1921 the project of construction was made by the famous company from Varese, De Grandi, and it was 

commited by the villa’s owner, Angelo Colombo, who realized it in a Liberty style ( with three floor and a 

little tower). 

In 1930 the company presente project of renovatio of the building, obtained in 1960, on two floors. 

The façade of entry is divided by string courses. The openings of the first one and the second floor are 

decorated with floral motives and there is also a “bovindo”, with a small terrace.  

The Liberty style is inside the villa, in the atrium and in the room from lunch. 

The gate in beaten iron that brings the initials To.A. C., the first owner, mannerism common of beginning 

century, it is sustained by two pillars in cement with floral decorations. 

 

THE PARK 

 

Well preserved, it contained  tall buildings realized in the second postwar period, and it’s picked,elegant 

and well maintained from the same owner. All people know the red beech tree that from 1999 to 2016 

has entertained a wood cottage among his leafy branches. The botanical collection is represented by 

other rarities what the cedar of Morocco I, a valuable fragrant osmant near the residence, a group of 

laurels of Portugal along the avenue of access, a maple of Japan. Typical of the liberty period is the palm 

coming from the Manciuria.  

Really important also it’s a a lime, with a candelabrum shape and an ancient, useful, beautiful, frugal caco 

become now a rarety in the modern gardens. 



 

Typical of the romantic age  but still realized up to the thirties of the Nine hundred, the edges of the lawns 

and the avenues made with rocks and clatters in local stone. Exemplary the hems to the English of grassy 

perennial and the lawns of leaf hydrangeas of oak.  

Typical of romantic gaeis also the walking path  with pergola in iron surmounted by the glycine. 

Of recent age a group of cedars of the Himalaia, a row of cypresses of the California, another of cypresses 

of Lawson with functions of disguise of the tall walls grigie of the overlooking buildings. 


